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I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this work is to extend the theory of LP-space with mixed 
norm (cf. [l]) and, in particular, that of LP-space, to the case where P is a 
co-tuple. Given a sequence of probability spaces (Xi, .Zi , pi), let (X, Z, CL) 
be the infinite product space, X = L7FXi , 2 = LliwZi , p = 17$yyi (cf [l], 
or PI, or PI). Let P = (PI, P, , . . . . P,, . ..) be a sequence of real numbers 
satisfying, for each n, 1 <p, < co. Let us assume, for simplicity, that 
p, < co for all II. To any real or complex valued functionf(x), measurable 
on (X, Z), we shall associate a sequence of functions, {f(i)(x)}, defined as 
follows: 
f’“+y%+l > %+, 9 . ..) = (j I.f’“‘(xn , x,,, , . ..) p dpn(xn))l’pvL. 
Clearly each f(j), as a function on (X, Z) (independent of xi, . . . . xi-J, 
is measurable. The sequence f(j)(x) is proved to converge a.e. to a non- 
negative constant, perhaps infinite. The family of those functions f  for which 
limj+,f(j)(zc) < co a.e. will be called Lp. When p, = p,,, for some n and 
all k 3 0, this space is shown to coincide with the space of finite mixed norm 
Lp, P = (pi , . . , p,), defined as {f: 1 If  1 lp < co}, where 
IIfIIP== 
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Many of the properties of the well-known LB-spaces, 1 <p < co, also 
apply to these LP-spaces. Some of them will be proved in this paper. We must 
point out that, although these new spaces are more general than the usual 
Lfl-spaces, they belong to the family of Banach function spaces in the sense 
of Luxemburg (cf. [3]), that is, they are Kothe-Toeplitz-spaces. 
II. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND NOTATION 
Throughout this paper, (Xi, Zi , pi), 1 = 1, 2 ,..., n, . . . . will be probability 
spaces, and (X, Z, CL), their infinite product. We shall always assume that 
(Xi , &, pi) is nontrivial, i.e., is not equivalent to an atom of unit mass, 
-- 
(X:, Z,“, pz) will mean the infinite product of the (Xi, & , PJ, i > n. 
We shall also consider the probability spaces (X, ZF, p:), where ,Zz is the 
sub-u-algebra of Z consisting of the cylinders of the form A = L7,“-‘X, x E, 
E E ZT, and & is the restriction of p to Z,“. It is clear that p(A) = p:(A) 
-- 
= F:(E). Similarly, (X,“, .ZT, ~7) will mean the product of the (Xi, ,&, pi), 
i < 12, and we shall consider the product spaces (X, ,ZT, pL;), where Z: consists 
of the cylinders B = F x Ii’z+l Xi , and &’ is the restriction of p to XT. 
-- 
Clearly, p(B) =2(F). A measurable function on (Xz , Zz, pz), f(xn , 
n+l, . ..). may be interpreted as a measurable function on (X, Zz, &), 
;~~;wk+l, . ..). and conversely. Analogously for measurable functions on 
(X,“, z:, x) and on (X,“, Zr, CL;“). 
P,Q, R, . . . will always designate co-tuples of real numbers, 1 <pi < co, 
1 < qi < 03, 1 < ri < cc, . . . . respectively. Any equality or inequality 
involving these co-tuples will mean that it is verified by each of the com- 
ponents. 
The theorems on which we shall base the proof in Section III are particular 
instances of the semimartingale convergence theorem (cf. [2]), which we 
now state: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let fn be a sequence of nonnegative functions on (X, Z, p). 
If fn is Zz-measurable and if, for every A E 2Yz+l , the inequality JA fn dp 
< sA fn+l dp holds, then the sequence fn converges a.e. to a nonnegative constant, 
possibly infinite. 
PROOF. The sequence -fn is (cf. [2]) a semimartingale reversed sequence. 
Moreover, sup (-fY) < 0 < co. Therefore, by the semimartingale conver- 
gence theorem, -fn converges a.e. to a certain function, and so does fn. 
Say fn -+ h a.e., where h may take the value co. From fn > 0, it follows 
h > 0 a.e. Besides, h is measurable with respect to the tail-u-algebra n: Zz, 
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which consists only of events with p-probability 0 or 1 according to an obvious 
extension of Kolmogorov’s 0-l law (cf. [2]). Therefore, h is a nonnegative 
constant a.e., with the possibility h = cc a.e. 
THEOREM 2 2. (Pointwise Fubini-Jessen reversed theorem) If f(x) is 
nonnegative and measurable on (x, Z:, p), then 
as b + co (cf. [I] or [2]). 
We also include now the pointwise Fubini-Jessen direct theorem, to be 
applied in Section XI (cf. [l] or [2]). 
THEOREM 2.3. If  f~Ll(x, 2, p), then 
sfd& = (jfdpz)(q, . . . . x,J --f a.e., as n - co. 
III. DEFINITION OF THE L*-SPACES 
Given a real or complex-valued function f  measurable on (X, Z, CL) and 
an co-tuple P, 1 < P < co, we define a sequence of functionsf’“) as follows: 
f(l) = If  l;f’n+” =f’n+l)(., x,,, ) . ..) = /f(n) //9,/2” 
That is, fcn+l) is obtained as the &-norm with respect to x, of the function 
f . ‘n’ 
THEOREM 3.1. (Fundamental theorem): (a) fen) converges a.e. to a non- 
negative constant, which is$nite 07 infinite, and will be denoted by 11 f IIp ; 
(b) Jf (“‘4 T II f lb , 
(4 .I-If(“) - llf lb I dp ---f 0 in the case I/f Ijp < co. 
PROOF: (a) By the definition of the ftn) and by Holder’s inequality, it 
follows that, for every A E Zz+r of the form nT+l Xi x E, 
s (3.1) = Ef(n+l)(xl , . . . . x, , y)dp. 
By Theorem 2.1, f tn) converges a.e. to a nonnegative constant, as asserted. 
(b) From lfcn) dp < j-f tn+-l) dp, the monotony of the sequence s f(“) dp 
follows. By Fatou’s lemma, 11 flip = llimf(Nr dp < lim Jfln) dp. 
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From (3.1), by recurrence, it is obtained that, for every GE Er+p , 
s G‘ 
f (n’ dp < 
s 
f tn+p’ dp (3.2) 
G 
From (3.2), for a.e. y E 17z+P Xi, it follows that 
s .f (n) &;+P--l <,f (“+p’(y) . (3.3) 
Hence, Theorem 2.2 together with (a) yields 
lip jfcn) dp;+p--l = j fen) dp < 1iy.f (n+p) = 11 f IIP 
(c) Since f(@ --L l/fl/, a.e. and Jffn) dp -+ jllfjlp dp = Ilfll, ) a well- 
known theorem of F. Riesz (which we generalize in Section VI) applies, by 
which 
/If(n) - llfllPIll-~ as n-a. 
DEFINITION: We shall denote by L, the class of all those functions f for 
which IIf lip < co. 
To show that this definition actually generalizes the one of finite mixed 
norm p, it is enough to prove that if p, = q, for m 3 n, then 
Ilf II? = IIffn) lla,(3c,,z”+,,...) * 
In fact, if q < co, by Theorem 2, it follows that 
s j.ftn) \*dpy+s+ ) fen) Iqdp, s a.e. as s-+ co, 
i.e., 
.f(n+s) + 11°F Ila!(r,....) * 
If q = co, it is easily shown that f(n+t) < IIf I1col(z,,.,.j . Moreover, by 
Theorem 3.1, lim f(n+t), as t -+ co, exists a.e. and is a nonnegative constant, 
say, C. 
Suppose C -c IIP ILI~~,....~. As we have seen, for all 1 < p < 00, 
Ft = (j I .ftn’ IPd/q+t)lip - II fen’ IIp,(z,,...) 
Trivially, Ft <f fntt) a.e. and, therefore, 
IIP II Pl’I,....’ G c G *- 
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A well-known theorem yields, in this case, 
which is a contradiction. 
IV. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE Lp-SPACES 
Holder’s inequality J- 1 fg 1 dp < llfllp 11 g Ilp and Minkowski’s inequality 
Ilf + g IIP G llfll, + IIfllP 7 valid for all p-measurable functions f, g, are 
immediate consequences of the corresponding finite dimensional properties. 
For instance, to show the validity of vlder’s inequality, it is enough to 
consider the case in which f E Lp, g E Lp As the inequality is valid for P 
an n-tuple (cf. [4]), it follows that sfg d&’ <,fcn+l) gcn+t) a.e Theorem 2.2 
together with Theorem 3.1(a) yield the desired result. 
Next we show that each of these LP-spaces are Banach function spaces 
in the sense of Luxemburg (see [3]). Forth is, it is enough to check the follow- 
ing assertions (i), (ii), and (iii), and to prove Theorem 4.1 
(i) 11 * lip is a norm. 
(ii) )I I,/l, < co for all E E Z (h ere IE is the indicator function of the 
event E, i.e., I, = 1 for x E E, IE = 0 for x $ E). 
(iii) JEf dp = aE . /) f (lp for all f EL,, E E Z:, where 01~ is a constant 
depending only on E. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Monotone convergence theorem) If fiELP, fi>O, 
i = 1) 2, . ..) n, . . . and ;ffi Tf, then llfi IIp T llf lb 
To prove (i) it is enough to show that f = 0 a.e. if and only if //fIIp = 0. 
But this assertion immediately follows from Theorem 3.1 (b). 
The proof of (ii) is immediate. (iii) follows from Holder’s inequality. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1. As the monotone convergence theorem is 
valid for the finite mixed norm case (cf. [4]), from .fi 1 f it follows that 
jfjn) Q t Jfcn) dp. On th e other hand Jftn) dp t 11 flip. Thus Theorem 4.1 
follows. 
From (i), (ii), (iii), and Theorem 4.1 (cf. [3], chapter I), the next theorem 
follows: 
THEOREM 4.2. For all P, 1 < P < co, Lp is a Banach space. 
Our next result will be 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let 1 < P ,< co. For all p-measurable functions f, 
where IT,* denotes the unit sphere of Lp. 
PROOF. Let (P, , 1) be the oo-tuple (pi , p, , . . . . p,, , 1, 1, . . . . 1, . ..) obtained 
by replacing by 1 the components of P with indexes > n. From the corre- 
sponding theorem for the finite mixed norm case (cf. [4], p. 303), there 
exists a sequence {g,} such that 
with llg, lhP;,,m = 1. 
As Ijg, jlp* < /I g, IIcP;,m) < 1, it follows that {g,} C Up*. Besides, from 
Theorem 34b), Jf gn dp -+ lip Ilf IIcP,,lj = I!f l/P. 
This shows that II . IJp is the metric associated to /I * IIp, (in the sense of 
Luxemburg) and conversely. Therefore, the following theorem holds: 
THEOREM 4.4 f E Lp ;f and only if fg E L1 (X, .Z, CL), for all g E Lp*. 
A function f E Lp is said to have absolutely continuous norm when p(E,) -+ 0 
implies 11 fIEn 11 --t 0. The set of all functions of Lp with absolutely continuous 
norm is a linear subspace of Lp which we shall denote by LF (cf. [3], chapter 
II). We shall call simple functions those which only take a finite number of 
values, and elementary functions those which are simple, 
i: “& , 
i=l 
where the ES’s are disjoint and have the form A, x A, x ..* x A, x IIT+,X, 
(cylinders). 
Definition: We shall denote by 9’ the closure in Lp of the set of elementary 
functions. L: will be the closure in Lp of the set of simple functions. 
Obviously, Lf coincides with the closure in Lp of the set of bounded 
functions. Moreover, Lf CL: (cf [3], chapter II). 
LEMMA 4.1. For 1 ,< P < co, the following statements (i), (ii), (iii) are 
equivalent, and each implies (iv). In the case 1 < P < q < co, (all the terms 
of the sequence P bounded by the real number q), all statements (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) 
are equivalent. 
4 
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(i) Lebesgue’s bounded convergence theorem is valid for Lp, i.e., if fn +-f 
a.e. and 1 fn / < / g j gLP, then 11 fn -f Ilp -+ 0. 
(ii) Lp = Lr. 
(iii) (Lp)* = L”, i.e., if pl is a linear functional of (L’)*, then q(f) = ffg dp 
for~certaingEL~‘,a.dl/g,II =ilglip,. 
(iv) Lp = L;. 
PROOF. The implications (i) + (ii) --f (iv) are very easily verified. The 
equivalence (ii) t (iii) is a th eorem in Chapter II of [3]. 
We shall now show that (ii) implies (i). Suppose fn + f  a.e., j fn 1 < g E Lp. 
Let 4, = {x; / fn -f I < F for n > m>. As, for fixed E; P(A,,~) --f 1 when 
m ---f 00, it follows: 
‘I d/l& !lP - 0 
as m -+ CO. (i) follows then from 
‘ifn -f !IP < II (fn -f)l.4Em i!p + I! (f - fn)la;Vn ‘UP 
< E + 2 I#gZA;m lip, for n > m. 
In the case P < q < co, each bounded function has absolutely continuous 
norm. Hence Lc CL;, which proves LF = LF. Therefore (iv) implies (ii). 
LEMMA 4.2. For 1 < P < co, if fj + f  in mea.wre and ;f the fj’s are 
uniformZy absolutely continuous (i.e., 11 IEfi lip -+ 0 uniformly inj as p(E) 4 0), 
then fj + f  in Lp. 
PROOF. Let Gki = {x: / fk - fi 1 > e}, By hypothesis p(Gkj) -+ 0 as 
j, k-+ co. 
On the other hand, 
llfd -.f k CP G ( IGbj(fk -fj) IIP + II IGej(fk -fj) iip 
< E + /I Iq.,fk l/P + I! &fj IIP < 3E 
for j, k large enough. 
LEMMA 4.3. (Fatou’s lemma). I f  limj inffj = f ,  then, for 1 
Ilf IL < Iin- inf llfi lip. 
PROOF. It easily follows by applying Theorem 3.1(b). 
Remark. The following equivalences are readily verified: 
(ii) in Lemma 4.1 +-+ 1 E LT 4-+ Lp = 9’. 
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V. AN INEQUALITY 
THE SET OF BOUNDED FUNCTIONS DENSE IN Lp, P BOUNDED 
The inequality presented in this section yields several results It allows 
us to generalize a theorem by F. Riesz for the case in which P is a sequence. 
It also applies to the proof that L: = Lp when the sequence P is bounded. 
The following theorem, which was proved with the cooperation of A. 
Benedek, improves the result in the lemma of [4], Section 6. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let (Xi , Zi , pi), i = 1, . . . . N, be a collection of a-finite 
measure spaces. Let P = (p, , . . ., pN) be a N-tuple with 1 < P < co. If  
l”f-tgI=IfI+jgIa.e.then,foreachr>q==maxiqNpi, 
(IIf + g IIPY 2 (11 .f IIPY + (ii g IIPY. (5.1) 
PROOF. First notice that it is enough to prove (5.1) for r = q. In fact, 
if the theorem is assumed proved for Y = q, it readily follows for I > q from 
the inequalities 
((ii f  + .g llP)q)v’q 2 ((II f  !lPY + (II g IIP)qYq 
2 (Ilf IIPY + (llg IIPY- 
For the case I = q, the proof will procede by induction. For N = 1, 
obviously (Ilf + g ll,,)“1 = (Ilf ll,,P + (II g ll,,)pl~ 
We shall now assume the theorem true for N and prove it for N + 1. 
Let 4 = m%GNPi, P = (PI, ..-, PN). 
First let us consider the case pN+Jq > 1. By the induction hypothesis, 
for almost all ++I , it holds that 
(!I f  + g llPp+1 2 (II f  IIPIr)N+l + (II g l!pY-+1 
By integrating, 
(II f  + g II(p,pN+I)P+l 2 (II f  Il(p,pN+l)P+~ + (Ii g Il(p,pN+*))pN+~ - 
This proves the assertion for the case pN+Jq > 1. For the case pN+l/q < 1, 
we will apply the numerical inequality 
&(1/s)x + (1 - a)l-(V@ < (x8 +~~)l/~ for 0 < a < 1, s 2 1 (5.2) 
which follows immediately from Holder’s inequality. 
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From (5.2) and by taking into account that p > p,-, it follows that 
I 
Uf + g ll(P,PN+l) )Wfl 3 (Iif lJ(p,pN+l))%v+l * ul-(~N+l’“) 
+ (11 g ll(P,pN+l))pN+l(l - u)i--(pN+1’4) (5.3) 
The left hand side of (5.3) is maximum for 
a = ((II f  lj)Q(l--(l’~N+l)yJ! g 11)” + (l/g !()g(l--(lm+ly(/ f  jl)g)w+l’g . 
By replacing this value in (5.3), it follows that 
(llf + g IO” 2 m* + (Ilg II)“. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let P be bounded, i.e., 1 < P < q < co. Then 
LP =LT EL; =zp. 
PROOF. According to Lemma 4.1, it is enough to show that Li = Lp. 
For this, it is enough to prove that ljfn IjP + 0, when fi =flLlrl >>.I . As 3;. 
and f - fn satisfy the conditions in Theorem 5.1, the result in that theorem 
can be applied. Thus, 
The right hand side of (5.4) tends to zero as X ---f cc by theorem 4.1. 
VI. GENERALIZATION OF THEOREMS BY LEBESGUE, F. RIESZ, AND VITALI 
THEOREM 6.1 (F. Riesz theorem): Let P < q < co. If fi+-f a.e. and 
llfi IIP - Ilf I/P 9 th llfj -flip - 0. 
PROOF. The proof is the same as in [4], p. 312. Therefore, we shall not 
repeat it here. We shall only notice that, by Theorem 5.2 and Lemma 4.1, 
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the use of Lebesgue’s bounded convergence theorem is legitimate. Besides, 
the following inequality must be used: if 1 f 1 + 1 g 1 = /f + g 1 a.e., then 
llg lip < F4 1 Ilf + g Ilp - II g Ilp /y * llf Ilp’*) * 
This is a trivial consequence of (5.4). 
THEOREM 6.2 (Vitali’s convergence theorem). Let P < q < co. Then 
fj -+ f in Lp ;f and only if fj -+ f in measure and the fi’s are uniformly absolutely 
continuous. 
PROOF. The “if” assertion follows from Lemma 4.2. The “only if” 
assertion follows from the facts that II fk -f 11 > s) fk -f ) dp and that 
Lf = LP. 
THEOREM 6.3 (Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem). Let 
P < q < 00. If fj + f in measure and ;f I fj I < g c Lp, then fi + f in Lp. 
VII. Lp-SPACES WHERE THE SET OF BOUNDED FUNCTIONS ARE DENSE 
(CONTINUATION) 
We shall try to determine, in this section, if the result in Theorem 5.2 is 
still valid for the case in which P is not bounded. We shall see next, in (II), 
that it is not so. 
First, let us consider if it is valid in general that Lf = L,‘. We can show, 
by the following counterexample (I), that this is not so even for P without 
infinite components: 
(I) Let each X, consist of two atoms, a, and b, , with pJa,J = a,, , 
in&) = Pn = 1 - an. Let P < co but not bounded. Once P is fixed, a?, 
canbechosensothatZTa,/p,<co, 1 >o1,>O,ol,+Oasn-+co. 
Let E, be the elementary subset of 17,” X, defined by 
Then, p(&) = II,” (1 - ai). Besides, E, 4 E such that p(E) = 0. 
On the other hand, it is easily seen that 11 IEJp = ny(l - o~Jl/Pi. From 
it follows that l\sl’E, lip - 0. 
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This shows that the P-norm of a bounded function may be nonabsolutely 
continuous, even in the case P < co. 
(II) Let X,, be as in example (I), and P i: UZJ such that Z;“l/pi < a. 
The pi’s can be chosen so that 
In fact, it suffices to chose /3i tending to 0 fast enough. Next, we shall define 
a measurable function f  on nrX% belonging to Lp such that: 
(4 llfb IIp - 0, as h - ~0, where 4 = 4fah]. 
(b) (1 Ih (jp --+ 0 as h -+ co. Then f  can not be the limit in Lp of a sequence 
of bounded functions. In fact, for a fixed h, the best approximation to f in 
Lp by functions bounded by h is am, defined as qh(x) = f(z) for ( f  ( < h; 
q(x) = h for 1 f 1 > h. Suppose, then, that f satisfies 11 Ih lip -+ 0 as h -+ co 
and that it is the limit inLP of a sequence of bounded functions. For an arbitrary 
F > 0, there exists h, such that, for h > h, , 
Hence, II f Ih+k II < 2~, if k is large enough. Therefore, j/f Ih II-+ 0 as h + co. 
To construct f,  let t, = l/nlGiC, & for n > 1, t, = 1. Notice that 
t,fco,asn~oo.Wedefinef(x)=t,whenx=(x,,x,,...)issuchthat 
xi = b, for i < n, x, = a, _ f  is obviously measurable. To show that f~ Lp, 
we need the inequality 
Inequality (7.1) is true for n = 2. In fact, 
.P(. ; b, , . . . . bl,k , &+k; -) = .f”‘(- ; y) 
= ((f’yal; y))“q + (P’(k y))fyw”‘~ 
= (tpxl + t;;kpl)l’P1 . 
As t:y < tzpl -=c t,“;,rS, , it holds that 
.P’(. ; y) < (2 * pplt2+k . 
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Assume (7.1) true for n; we will show it holds for n + 1. In fact, 
f(n+ly. ; ha,, , *a*, blfk , %x+,+1; .) =fCn+Y* ; y) 
= ((f’“‘(. ; a, *Y))~w+, + cf’“‘(. , 4, , y))p&J1’p~ 
< ws”pjtn+k+l, because t;ti, < tzk+lpn . 
Inequality (7.1) allows us to obtain an upper bound for Jftn) dp. In fact, 
from the definition offoQ, 
if (ml 4 = 2 I‘,kf(fl) 4, 
0 
where 
E, = {x; x = (. ; 4z , &+I , . . . . bn+,-, , an,,; - 1). 
By applybg (7.11, 
j-f ln) dv < i [ff @3i)“pi] [ n &] tn+k . 
k=O i=l nQiin+k 
By replacing tn+k by its value, and taking on account the hypothesis made 
on P and on the /Ii’s, 
k-0 n <i <n+k 
2 ljP'(l + g?;-(l~P,)) < co. 
< 2 2=1 
By Theorem 3.1, f~ Lp. On the other hand, 11 A,j/p = &Ipl . . . &$*l+ ~0, 
and IlfQI > II t,&, II = t,, II 4, II = 1. 
Remark. Notice that examples (I), (II) can be constructed on any 
X = UF X,, provided each X, contains subsets with arbitrarily small 
measure. 
(III) Let T be the infinite torus, that is, the infinite product of countably 
infinite intervals [0, 1). Let 7 be the product u-algebra generated by the Bore1 
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subsets of [0, 1). Let m be the product measure of the Lebesgue measures 
on each copy. 
THEOREM 7.1. The following results hold for Lp on (T, r, m). (a) If  P is 
not bounded, then LT # Lc. (b) If  F is bounded, then LF = Lf. (c) If  P has an 
in$nite component preceded by a finite one, then Lf # Lp. (d) If  the jinite 
components of P are not bounded, then Lf # Lp. (e) If the jkite components 
of P are bounded, and if there is no Jinite component preceding an infinite one, 
then Lf = Lp. 
PROOF. (a) follows from example (I) in case P < co (cf. the remark at the 
end of (II)). In the case pi = co for some j, apply example (I) with 
which satisfies 
(b) follows from the results of Section VI. For (c) see [4], p. 308. 
PROOF OF (d): Among the components of P, a subsequence (p,j) can be 
selected such that Zy 1 /pn j < 00. A function f  similar to the one in example 
(II) can be constructed, depending only in the xr”!‘s. Thus, such f  can not be 
the limit in Lp of a sequence of bounded functions. 
The proof of(e) is left to the reader. 
VIII. MEAN FUBINI-JESSEN THEOREM 
This section improves result (c) in Theorem 3.1 for the case P < q < CO. 
For this, we will need an extension of the mean Fubini-Jessen theorem 
(cf. [11). 
LEMMA&~. If l<P, R<Q<q<oo,fELQ,R+P (on each com- 
ponent), then aho Ilf llR - Ilfllp. 
PROOF. As L” coincides with the closure of the set of elementary functions, 
there must exist an elementary function g such that 11 g -f IIQ < E. For g, 
it is easily seen that [I g IIR + 11 g lip when, for all i, ri *pi; in fact, g is inde- 
pendent of xi , j > N, for a certain N. 
As iig-f&z <ilB--f\lQ GE, it also holds that / \jg lip - /If jjp j < F, 
1 llg I& - llf[le 1 Q E. Hence, for R close enough to P, it will be 
I Ilf IIR - Ilf IIP I < 3E. 
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THEOREM 8.1 (Mean Fubini- Jessen theorem). Let 1 < P < Q < q < co. 
(a) If f E LQ and tff (*) is the sequence corresponding to P, then 
iif (n) - iif l/P IlQ +O as n-+oo. 
(b) If f EL’ and (*If is the sequence dejined by 
then II( -f/l,+0 as n+co. 
PROOF. (a) As f(n)+llfjlP a.e., the desired result will follow from 
Theorem 6.1 provided that we show that Ilftn) IlQ --+I/ IIf IIPIIQ = Ilf lip as 
n-+ co. By Lemma 8.1, 
Thus (a) follows. 
(b) A similar proof as the one in [l], p. 207, can be applied. 
Remarks. 1. Lemma 8.1 can be extended to the case where P is not 
bounded as follows: if R t P, then 11 f 11s t Ij f lip. In fact, it is enough to consider 
R running through a nondecreasing sequence Rj. As 
Ilf II (P&j t IIf IIP? 
it suffices to show that 
(8.1) is easily proved by induction. 
However, it is not true in general, not even for f bounded, that R -+ P 
imp1ies Ilf IiR + llfl/P. In fact, let Rj have components ri = 1 for i < j, 
ri = co, i > j, and P = 1. Let E, be the subset of the infinite torus defined 
bY 
E, = (E Xi) x [O, (VW1 X (ii1 xi) 9 
E=U;E,,f=I,.Th en it is easily verified that II f \]Rj = 1 (cf. Section 
111) and that llf IL = Ilf II1 < l/2. 
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2. The following example shows that it is not true, in general, that fen) 
converges uniformily to /If /lp. Let (X, 2, p) be the product space of two 
atoms, each with mass l/2. We know there exists a one-to-one measurable 
transformation from [0, 1) to a subset in Z of measure 1. The function 
f = g( Tx), where g = d/- x, is integrable in (X, Z, p), and each fen) (for 
P = 1) is essentially unbounded. Thereforef’“) can not converge uniformly 
to a finite constant. 
3. If f is a function of the form f(x) = 17Tfi(xi), it is not necessarily 
true that \ifjlP = IIF llfi lip. . For instance, in the case of the infinite torus, 
iff,(x,) = 2 on [0, 1/2],ji(xL) = 0 on (l/2, l), P = 1, we have nllfi l/i = 1 
but nf,(q) = 0. 
However, the following is true: if nlfi(q) converges a.e. on X, limn+m 
ZI,t&(q) > 0 a.e., and fi ELP’ for each i, then II nf fi IIp = n;” /I fi lIei, 
provided that the limit on the right hand side exists or is co. In fact, for 
almost all x, 
As IIz+i fi(xi) -+ 1, clearly the left hand side tends to 
IX. DUAL SPACES AND WEAK COMPLETENESS OF Lp-SPACES 
If q~ is a continuous linear functional on Lf, it can be identified with afinitely 
additive measure v such that jJ v /I = sup jf dv, where the sup is taken over 
all simple functions with P-norm < 1. If P is bounded, then v is u-additive 
and absolutely continuous with respect to TV = 17: CL,, , and, therefore, can 
be represented by a function of L1. 
The most interesting results in this direction are contained in the following 
theorem, whose proof can be obtained from [3], Chapter 2. 
THEOREM 9.1. (a) Lf = Lf if and on& if (Lf’)* is isometric to L”. (b) 
(L’)* is isometric to Lp’ if and only if Lp = LT . (c) Lp is reflex&e if and only 
ifLp = Lf’ andLP’ = LT*. 
In particular, by Section V, we obtain that if P is bounded, then 
(L’)* = L”. Furthermore, if P and P’ are bounded (i.e., 1 < q1 < P 
< qa < co), then Lp is reflexive. In the case of the infinite torus (cf. Section 
VII), P is bounded if and only if (Lp)* = L”, and Lp is reflexive if and only 
if P and P’ are bounded. 
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THEOREM 9.2. If Lp is rejlexive, then each Lpi(Xi , & , pi) is rejexive 
(and from Theorem 9.1, (Lp)* = L”). 
The proof is similar to the one in [4], p. 307. The converse is false. In fact, 
let each (Xi , & , pi) be a space of two atoms of measure l/2 each, and take 
P = 1. Each U(X,) is reflexive, but L1(X) is not, for it is isometric to 
W(O, 11). 
THEOREM 9.3. (a) Let 1 < P < CO. If fj is a sequence of functions in Lp 
and if, for each g E Lf , limj,m jfjg dp = A(g) exzkts and is jinite, then there 
exists f  EL’ such that A(g) = Jfg dp and 11 AI/ = /If lip. (b) The same 
assertion (a) holds zfL$ is replaced by Lp*. 
The proof is similar to the one in [4], p. 308-309. It should be noticed that 
weak sequential convergence in Lf does not imply, in general, weak sequential 
convergence in Lp (cf. [4], p. 310). 
COROLLARY. f  E Lp if and only if, for each g E Lf’, I sfg dp 1 < co. 
If  fELP is given, we know, by Alaoglu’s theorem, that there exists 
I/ E (Lp)* such that I] # II = 1, and #cf) = II f II. I f  P is bounded, I,L is then 
represented by a function g E Lp’ and J’fg dp = 1. We intend to determine, 
in some cases, this function g. 
We may assume P < q < co and f + 0, >, 0. By Theorem 3.1, 
1l.f II (P,.l) = s f (%) 4 t llf !Ip . 
By a result in [4], p. 303, 
llf II (P,.l) = s f  g, dp, with II gn Il~p~,,~ = 1, 
where 
g(xl . . ..) xn ) ?/) = fwY~f cwa-'1 1.. f  (Mn-%-1 . (.f (n+yy)y-%. 
I f  limp, exists, by putting p, = 1, a formal passage to the limit yields 
g = (fi.f (n)g*-+l) 11 f  jI;-lim p, . 
t=1 
P-1) 
It is not difficult to prove (9.1) in the case in which P is of bounded variation, 
i.e., .Z’T ) pi - p,-, 1 < co. In fact, as ftn) 3 II f  lip a.e., for each x in a subset 
of measure 1, there exists N(x) such that 
2 (pi - pi-J 1og.f (n)(x) < E, M 2 N(x). 
i=M 
(94 
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Hence, the left hand side of (9.2) tends to 0, a.e., as M+ CO. 
We will show there exists a function F = f  a.e. such that Fen) (x) is finite 
for all x and that, for each x and n, F(“)(x) := 0 implies that F(x) = 0. From 
this, taking into account (9.2), it will follow that (9.1) is well defined, by 
taking 
if some F(n)(x) = 0 (or, equivalently, if F(x) = 0). Therefore, in the set 
@ of measure 1, where F(“)(x) + llfllP, it follows that g = 0 ttF = 0. 
The function F which we look for is Ir;aa,(x)f(x), where fl, = {(xi, . . . . x,, y); 
f”“)(y) = 0, + a}. It is readily checked that F satisfies the announced 
conditions. 
As, for x E @, 
(j”‘“’ . . . jFg &j @) = (j7W(r)+l))“N(x) . 
it follows that (9.3) converges to llfllP a.e. Hence, Jfg dp 
On the other hand, 
g’“‘l’(x) = II g b;(x) 
(9.3) 
SFg 4 = IlfllP. 
= ($Wl))%d ( fi (F’H)V”‘-1) I/ fll;-“” P,, . 
(9.4) 
j=n+z 
Therefore, (4) tends to 1 a.e. as n -+ CO, that is, II g jjP, = 1. 
In particular, we have obtained that, given f E Lp, there exists h = Fg E L1 
such that Ilfl/, = 11 h Iii, where F = f  and 
h = ((F(1))~‘1(F(2))1’2-nl . . . ($W)“n-“n-1 . . .) j j f lj;liIU P, - 
F can also be expressed in terms of the W’s. In fact, 
(9.5) 
/, fpiim(e,)-p = (h(l))‘l~l(h(2))(1/‘2)-(l/‘l) . . . (jqwJc%-l~ . . . 
(9.6) 
where, of course, W corresponds to the partial integral with respect to the 
i - 1 first indexes. 
The construction of F allows us to assert that, in the set where Fen) + IIf&, 
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for each n, W = 0 if and only if h = 0, that is, if and only if F = 
x belonging to that set, the series 
1 --- 
Pi-l H 
PN(zc) + 2 (Pj - %I> logF(j) 
j=Nlz)+l 
+ log(llf IIP)l-“m pn 1 







are absolutely convergent. Therefore we can replace h(i) by its values in terms 
of the F(j)‘s, and rearrange them in such a way that the right hand side of 
(9.6) be of the form 
[(Fll))al(F(Z))aZ . . . (F(n))% . . .] Ii f@n(P,)-‘-1 (9.9) 
where a1 = 1, a, = (P, - P,-I)(~/Pu) + P&l/P,) + (l/P&) = 0. ‘I% 
proves (9.6). 
Note that if pi < p,+r and if f  runs through a monotonely increasing 
sequence, so does h. 
X. INTERPOLATION AND UNIFORM CONVEXITY 
E(X) will designate the class of elementary functions. 
THEOREM 10.1. (E. Stein’s theorem). Let T, be a fami~ of admisible 
growth (cf. [4], p. 313, and the “crossed” references there mentioned), 
1 <Pi < 00, 1 <Qsi < co, i = O,l, 
1 (1-t) t 1 l-t -=-- 
P PO +Fgp= p. 
-+;-,o<t<1. 
1 
Let us assume that, for all f E E(X), 
with log I A,(y) I < A elII, a < r. Then, 
11 T&f> /IQ < At Ilfb 
(10.1) 
(10.2) 
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PROOF. Let f  be an elementary function and Qi = (qiI , qiz , . . . . . . . . qin . ..). 
pi =(Pil, Pi27 . . ..Pin. ..) i = 0, I, Qi,‘? = (Qil ) . . . . . . . . qjm , 1, 1, I, . ..). 
Pim z (Pi1 7 . . ..Pirn 3 1, 11 1, .). 
I f  F(x) is independent of xj , j > m, we shall have 
These are inequalities (10.1) with QinL , Pi, instead of Qi, Pi , respectively. 
By Stein’s theorem for the case of a finite mixed norm, it follows (10.2) 
with Q,,, = (ql , . . . . pm , 1, 1, 1, . . . . and P,, = (p, , . . . . p, , 1, 1, 1, . ..) instead 
of Q = (qJ, P = (p,), respectively. By letting m--f 00, (10.2) is obtained 
for each fixed f  E E(X), and hence for all f  E E(X). 
As a corollary, one obtains the following: 
THEOREM 10.2 (M. Riesz-Thorin theorem). Let T be a linear transformation 
on E(X) satbfying 
I/ T(f) i/Q, < Ah’ !I f  lip, t i=O, 1. (10.3) 
If  P and Q are as in Theorem 10.1, then 
(10.4) 
Moreover, T can be extended to all Sp uniquely. 
By a similar argument to that in Theorem 10.1, the following can be proved: 
if f,gELp, 1 <ql <P < q2 < co, then there exists 1 <p t2 such that 
((llfllP)l’ + (II g  llP)p)1’2 . 211P’ 3 w + g IIPY + (Ilf - g MP'YP' (cf. [41, 
pages 316-318 and notice that 
Ilf II (P,.S,J t 11 f II,)* 
From this, it is easy to prove the following theorems: 
THEOREM 10.3 (Clarkson theorem). 9’ (and therefore Lp) is un@mZy 
convex if there exist ql and q2 such that 1 < q1 < P < qz < co. 
THEOREM 10.4 (Radon’s theorem). With t satisfying the same conditions 
as before, if fn EL’ and converges weakly to f,  and if 11 fn IIp -+ II f  jIp, then 
llfn -f IIp+O. 
For P not satisfying 1 < q1 < P < q2 < co, it is easy to prove by counter- 
examples that Clarkson’s theorem does not hold. 
With respect to Radon’s theorem, let us suppose P < q < 00, and P 
containing a subsequence p,, , ni < n,,, , such that p,,, + 1, i -+ co. Let 
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XSj = [0, 11. Let fi be the function depending only in xlLi equal to the 
positive part of the ith Rademacher function. It is easy to check that 
(10.5) 
However f -H din Lp . 
In fact, as the fi's are uniformly bounded, and g E (L’)* = Lp’ CL1, 
it is enough to show that (10.5) holds for elementary functions. Let, then, 
g be an elementary function independent of xi, j >, niO . For i > iO , the 
left hand side in (10.5) coincides with 
If P < q contains a component equal to 1, say, x1 , and if X, = [0, I], 
the same result can be obtained, but now choosing fi as equal to the positive 
part of the ith Rademacher function in X, . In this case, 
as it is well-known. 
XI. APPLICATIONS 
In this section the only space taken into consideration is the infinite torus 
with Lebesgue measure. 
THEOREM 11 .I. (a) If P 6 q < co, then, for wery f E Lp, 
IIf@ + 4 -fc4IIP-- m  h-+0. 
(b) Let 1 < P, Q, R Q co, such that l/P + l/Q = 1 + l/R. If f EL’, 
gELQ, thenf*gELR andIlf*gjlR </jfI/,j/g/io. If R = 00 andP<q then 
f *g is continuous. (Young). 
PROOF. (a) is easily checked by first proving it for elementary functions. 
For (b), it can be proved first, as in [4], p. 319, that 
By applying Theorem 3.1, the result follows. 
THEOREM 11.2. Let G C Lp, 1 < P < CO. The following conditions are 
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necessary if P is bounded, and suficient for all cases, for G to be a ConditionaIly 
compact subset in Lp: 
(4 ;y,P II g !IP < co. 
(ii) 11 g(x + h) -g(x) lip + 0, h + 0, uniformly in g E G. 
PROOF. In fact, the corresponding proof for the finite mixed norm case 
given in [4], p. 320, can be imitated. For instance, let us notice that Min- 
kowski’s integra! inequality 11 sf (x, y) dy lIpi z < s [if (x, Y)~, r dy, (x, y) E T x T, 
is valid. Indeed, 
< s Ilf l!p,s 4. 
Next we shall prove the analogous Hausdorff-Young theorem. With S 
we shall denote the family of functions on T with the form 
e2ni(n,z,+...+n,x,) 
, 
where ni runs through the integers and k through the non-negative integers. 
To each k-tuple n = (nl , . . . . n,J and to each function f  E Ll(T), we make 
correspond its Fourier coefficient 
c, = f  (t)e2ai(nl*l+...+nkfL’dt = cn(f ). 
THEOREM 11.3. (a) The system S is orthonormal and complete. Therefore, 
Sf”dt=Z&,J2. (b) IffELl( th en the Fourier series associated to f  with 
respect to S is identically zero ;f and only if f  = 0. 
PROOF. (b) implies the completeness of S, and hence (a). 
To prove (b), first notice that, by hypothesis, 
for all ni, 1 < i < k, and fixed k. Therefore, the function sf (x1, . . . . xk , z) 
dz = F(x, , . . . . x,), which is in Ll(17,” [0, l]), has its Fourier coefficients all 
zero. Hence (cf. [6], p. 348), F(x, , . . . . xJ = 0 a.e. This means that 
s f  (x1 , . . . . xk , z) dx + 0 a.e., 
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k + 03, on T, if we interpret F as a function on T. By Theorem 2.3 (pointwise 
Fubini-Jessen direct theorem), f = 0. 
Let {an} be any function on the family of k-tuples, 0 ,< k < CO, k integer, 
into the real or the complex numbers. Let 
% . . . . . n, = a@1 ,..., n,,o,o ,... * 
Let P be any co-tuple, 1 < P < co. We shall define 
for k fixed, with the obvious change if some pi is co. In this case, 
exists, as proved in Theorem 11.4 below, and we shall denote it by /I a? lip. 
THEOREM 11.4 (Hausdorff-Young). (a) If 1 < P < 2, p, > P,+~ for all i, 
and if f E Lp, then 
II c Ilp = ‘@’ II cn,,,,,,+ II (P;, . . . . P;) < Ap II f Ilp . (11.1) 
where A, = 1. (b) I f  1 < P < 2 and if, for some i, pi < P,+~ , then there 
is not any A, such that (11.1) is valid for all f  EL’. (c) Given a function (cn} 
with II c IIp < co, 1 < P < 2, pi > P,+~ , there exists f  ELP’ such that 
Ilf IIp, < 4 II c IL+ (11.2) 
where A, = 1, and (cn> are the Fourier coefficients off. (c) If  1 < P < 2 and 
P is not decreasing there does not exist A, such that (11.2) is valid for all f  e Lp. 
PROOF. (a) If f  is elementary, the argument given in [4], pp. 322-323, 
shows that, for all k > k,(f), 
II C(f) (n, ,..., n,) he; ,...* P,) G ilf IJp, ,...( P,)= Ilf IlP, (11.3) 
where f  is independent of xj ifj > k,(f). 
Let l12z,N(i) be the product space of ~~ copies of the family of integers. 
Let us suppose that, in each N(i), there exists a probability measure such 
that, for IZ E N(i), pi(n) = qni > 0 and Zz=-mqni = 1. Let us assume, 
moreover, that 17,ziqoi > 0. Consider the linear transformation on L1(T) 
into the family of measurable functions on n& Ni defined by g ---f Kg, 
when 
Wg)(n, , . . . . nk, (11.4) 
VW h , .-, ni , . ..) = 0 if (n,) has infinitely many components # 0. 
5 
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Notice that, because of the choice of the qoi’s, each point in ITi:, N(k) of 
the form (nr , . . . . rzk , 0, 0, 0, . ..) . is an atom. Moreover, the union of all these 
points has measure one. Therefore, every function defined on l7iV(i) is 
measurable, and its P-norm can be obtained by the limit of its partial norms 
at any of those points. I f  we consider the point (0, 0, 0, . ..). it obviously 
follows that 
Hence, for a function as in (11.2), it is easily verified that 
11 Kf IIP, = jlc( f La, ..., n,) I’m; .. . . . Pi, 
(11.5) 
(11.6) 
As E(T) is dense in LP(T), K can be extended to all CELL, by continuity. 
Given f E Lp, f being not elementary, let K(j) be its image by that extension, 
and K(f) be the function obtained according to (11.4). I f  {fi} C E(T) converges 
in P-norm to a certain function f, it obviously follows that 
%l 1 ,..., n,,(fJ -+ %11 . .. . . 9aJf ), 
andthatKh-KfinLP’.A s a subsequence of Kfj converges a.e. to xf, we 
obtain Kf = Rf. 
Therefore, 
II Kf Ilp = li,p II 4f 1 (n, ...* FQJ h7; *..., p;, G ilf IlP. 
(b) It can be made with the same argument used in [4], pp. 323-324, 
taking on account the result contained in [6], I, (2,22), p. 190. 
(c) It is similar to the corresponding one in [6]. Let fk be the function 
defined by 
fkb) = 2 
e2nib,Y,+...+n,v,) . (11.7) 
(n,.....n,) 
where Z:’ means that the sum is performed over the k-tuples satisfying 
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1 q 1 < k. Therefore, fk EL”, and, for all g elementary such that 1) g lip = I, 
and for all s > k, 
By (a) and a passage to the limit, 
I fki!dP < II 4fJJ IIP * II c(g) IIP, 
< II 4fd IIP * Ilg IIP = II 4fd IIP * 
This implies that 
llfk IIP. G II 4fJ IIP = II %+....rz,,(fk~ IhP,,...,Pk, - (11.8) 
Analogously, 
llfk -fk+j IIP’ G II 4fk -fk+i) IIP. (11.9) 
We shall prove that the right hand side in (11.9) tends to zero, as k, j + co. 
As this implies that fk tends to a certain f in Lp , whose Fourier coefficients 
are, by the definition of the fks, the c,~~,...,~~)‘s, the proof of (c) will be 
complete. 
By using the same space as in (a), we shall consider the function 
K = K((n, , n2 , . . . . nk , . ..)) defined as in (11.4), but replacing 
by the given 
This function belongs, by hypothesis, to Lp(17T N(i)). Let Ik be the indicator 
function of the subset in n? N(i) defined by the condition I ni I < k, nk+l 
= nkf2 = . . = 0. As P is bounded, then Lebesgue bounded convergence 
theorem holds. Thus, K Ik + K in L’(IIF N(i)). This implies that 
II KI, - KI,+j Ilp 
(which is the right hand side of (11.9)) tends to 0 as j + CO, as asserted. 
(d) It is proved just as in (b), but using, this time, formulas (2.1) of [6], 
p. 186. 
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